Abstract-High efficiency video coding (HEVC) increases the number of intra coding modes to 35 to provide higher coding efficiency than previous video coding standards. This results in an increased encoder complexity, since there are more modes to be processed by the high resource-demanding rate-distortion optimization (RDO). In this paper, we propose a novel method to reduce the HEVC intra mode decision computational complexity and encoding time. This method is based on the prediction of the RDO cost of intra modes from a low-complexity sum of absolute transformed differences-based cost. By predicting the RDO cost, we are able to exclude non-promising modes from further processing and thereby save substantial computations. Also, a gradient-based method, using the Prewitt operator, is proposed to eliminate the non-relevant directional modes from the list of candidates. For even more complexity reduction, a mode classification is proposed to adaptively reduce chroma intra modes based on block texture. Experimental results show that we achieve a 47.3% encoding time reduction on average with a negligible quality loss of 0.062 dB for the Bjøntegaard delta peak signal-to-noise ratio when we compare our method to the HEVC test model 15.0.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
IGH Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1] was developed by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) to improve the coding efficiency as compared to previous video coding standards. It provides a significant bitrate reduction compared to H.264/AVC [2] , which could be up to 50% for the same subjective quality. This is achieved through a very flexible coding structure which uses many new advanced tools. For intra prediction, compared to the 9 modes used in H.264/AVC, the number of modes are increased to 35, including dc, planar and the 33 directional modes shown in Fig. 1 . The increased intra modes allow the HEVC encoder to perform predictions more precisely, and to consequently exploit the spatial correlation efficiently. To find the best candidate among these 35 modes, which results in the most efficient coding performance, a highly complex ratedistortion optimization (RDO) needs to be applied to each mode. Because of this process, the computational complexity and encoding time are increased significantly, making real-time coding challenging.
To lower this high complexity, in this paper, we propose an RDO cost prediction method, based on statistical models, to select only promising candidates for RDO. Based on this modeling, very few candidates are processed by RDO, which therefore results in a very low-complexity and high quality mode decision. Also, a fast chroma mode decision, which results in extra complexity reduction, is proposed to reduce the number of RDO candidates by applying a mode classification. Compared to our previous works, [3] , [4] , the contributions of this work are as follows:
• We develop an RDO cost statistical modeling (justified by goodness of fit test) with a new method for excluding non-promising candidates from further processing by rate-distortion optimization.
• We perform candidates selection based on bivariate normal distributions for RDO costs and considering correlation among these distributions.
• We carry out a chroma mode classification for fast chroma mode decision and conduct a performance analysis of different proposed fast chroma mode decision approaches. • We conduct a performance analysis of different gradient kernels. Compared to other works in this area, our method achieves the best trade-off between complexity reduction and coding efficiency by excluding candidates with no potential to be the best mode, and which would thus waste computational resources.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief overview of the HEVC intra coding is presented. Section III discusses some related works in this area. Sections IV-VI present our proposed method for intra mode decision complexity reduction. Experimental results are shown in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. HEVC INTRA CODING
HEVC intra coding follows the same structure as previous hybrid video codecs [5] . It is mainly based on spatial prediction and transform coding. However, it carries some new features, such as an increased number of prediction modes and a quadtree-based block splitting structure, which contribute to improved coding efficiency. This quadtree structure is based on the coding tree unit (CTU) as the root of the tree with maximum size of 64 × 64. A CTU is split recursively into coding units (CUs), and each coding unit (CU) is partitioned into prediction units (PUs) and transform units (TUs). The CU is a block which is coded by inter or intra prediction, and contains one or more non-overlapping PUs, as well as a quadtree of TUs. PUs inside an intra CU can be predicted by different intra modes. Fig. 2 shows how a frame is split into CUs and PUs based on the quadtree structure.
HEVC intra coding supports 35 prediction modes for the luma component for all PU sizes. There are 33 directional modes, allowing an efficient prediction of different directional video contents, a dc mode for homogeneous regions, and a planar mode to predict the smooth surfaces. Using the dc and planar modes let HEVC intra predict areas of the image which do not follow an edge model. Fig. 3 shows an example of intra prediction for a 4 × 4 block using directional mode 2. For chroma components, HEVC provides five intra modes, regardless of the block size, which include planar, dc, vertical, horizontal and the best luma mode. If the best luma mode is one of the first four modes, a diagonal mode (34) is used as the fifth mode. Using this concept of derived mode results in efficient signaling when chroma content follows the same structure as the luma, and thus, the same intra mode, which is a very likely scenario. Although this increased number of modes results in an improved coding efficiency, it renders the encoding process much more complex due to the increased number of RDO computations required. To select the best luma mode, HEVC test model (HM) [6] selects N candidates among 35 modes based on the rough mode decision (RMD) cost and computes the RDO cost only for these candidates to find the best mode. Table I shows N for different PU sizes. The RMD cost (C RMD ) is computed as:
where SATD l , as a measure of distortion, is the sum of absolute transformed differences (SATD) between the original luma component and its prediction block, R p is the number of bits used for mode coding, and λ p is the Lagrange multiplier, which is determined based on the quantization parameter (QP) [7] . The RDO cost (C RDO ) for the N selected candidates is computed using the following cost function:
where SSE l and SSE c are the sum of squared errors (SSE) between the original luma and chroma components and their reconstructed blocks, ω c is the chroma weight (depending on the QP), R m is the number of bits for PU encoding and λ m is the Lagrange multiplier. It should be mentioned that before RDO computations, a maximum of three most probable modes (MPMs) are added to the candidates list based on the best modes of the neighboring blocks. The final prediction mode is the candidate with the minimum RDO cost. There is no rough mode decision for chroma intra prediction, and to select the best mode among the five candidates, HM evaluates the RDO cost for all of them, which makes the chroma component a complex module as well. In the following section, we review some works which propose methods to reduce the encoding complexity by decreasing the number of modes to be processed by RDO.
III. RELATED WORK
Many works have proposed different methods for reducing the complexity of HEVC and H.264 intra coding. These methods propose decreasing the number of modes processed by RDO (mode decision) [8] - [17] , avoiding exhaustive search to find the optimal CU sizes inside a CTU (fast CU size decision) [18] - [23] , pruning the transform tree to speed up the encoding process (transform tree optimization), or a combination of these techniques [24] - [33] . Since we are proposing a mode decision approach, in this review section, we focus on this category in order to include major state-of-the-art works which aim at decreasing the number of modes to be processed by RDO. Each method in this category can be viewed as an independent mode decision module and can be combined with other works to design a faster encoder.
In [8] , a novel algorithm is presented based on the orientation detection which uses the local directional variance along some predefined lines. Based on this analysis, orientations with the lowest directional variances are considered as dominant orientations, and the number of intra mode candidates to be further processed by RDO is reduced accordingly.
Marzuki et al. [9] propose a context-adaptive fast intra coding based on the best modes of the upper CU and neighboring PUs. Further, their method includes early termination approaches for RDO, as well as a residual quadtree process (RQT) using adaptive thresholding.
Pakdaman et al. [10] propose a novel method based on dual-tree complex wavelet transform (CWT) to effectively determine edges leading to the selection of the most appropriate candidates for intra mode decision. This approach considers only few adjacent candidates for the best estimated mode selected by the edge analysis. CWT decomposes an image into various frequency sub-bands. The proposed algorithm uses the energy distribution in these sub-bands to exploit texture information and obtain the dominant direction for each block.
Tariq et al. [11] propose a method for intra coding complexity reduction based on a quadratic relation between the RDO cost and the sum of absolute differences (SAD). Using this method, it is possible to avoid entropy coding, Hadamard transform, and distortion computations. To this end, they formulate the distortion and rate as functions of SAD and QP in order to avoid performing the RDO process.
A method is presented in [12] for fast intra HEVC coding based on three optimized candidate sets. These sets include 1, 19 and 35 modes. Using the neighboring reference samples, the encoder selects the optimal set for each prediction unit (PU). This results in an accelerated encoder due to the reduced number of modes needed to be processed by RDO for the first two sets. Further, the number of bits needed for mode signaling is reduced.
In [13] , the PU is converted from the pixel domain to the transform domain, and the main directions are determined in the latter. Based on these directions, a short list of candidate modes is selected for the RDO process.
Zhang et al. [24] propose a low-complexity HEVC intra coding method based on both fast mode decision and early CU size determination. For the fast mode decision, a gradientbased approach is used to reduce the number of candidate modes. For the fast CU size decision, texture homogeneity along with a support vector machine (SVM)-based approach are used to make early CU splitting and early CU termination decisions. The SVM uses the depth differences, Hadamard cost and rate-distortion (RD) cost as features.
In [25] , a low-complexity intra HEVC encoder is proposed which is based on a fast PU mode decision (FPUMD) and a fast coding unit size decision (FCUSD). The FPUMD reduces the number of intra mode candidates based on the correlation of the PU mode and RD cost of the different depth levels. The FCUSD for its part excludes unnecessary CU sizes from further processing, using the depth of neighboring CUs and a RD cost threshold which is determined from previous frames. To update the coding parameters, an online method is used, and leads to an accurate decision for various sequences types.
In [26] , a method is proposed for fast intra coding, and achieves significant time reduction by using the Hadamard cost-based progressive rough mode search (pRMS) and early CU split termination. Using pRMS, the algorithm selectively checks the potential modes instead of traversing all candidates. This allows fewer modes to enter the RDO process. Further, the early CU split termination excludes the lower depths if the estimated RD cost (aggregated cost of the sub-CUs) is already larger than the RD cost of the current CU.
In [31] , a gradient-based pre-processing step is proposed to reduce the number of intra mode candidates. Moreover, they propose a gradient-based approach, based on texture complexity, to make an early decision for CU splitting.
A method is presented in [34] for inter CU size decision based on SAD estimation. At the first step, a new motion estimation (ME) algorithm is proposed which calculates the SAD costs for both upper CU and its sub-CUs. At the next step, a motion compensation rate-distortion cost is defined and is modeled based on the SAD cost using an exponential model. This modeling is used to decide on the CU size and make a fast CU size decision. In contrast to this work, we propose a stochastic model for intra RDO cost based on normal distributions which uses SATD for fast intra mode decision.
These works propose notable and novel ideas regarding intra mode decision complexity reduction. However, they exhibit some shortcomings, which could be addressed in a bid to design even faster HEVC intra encoders. In gradient-based approaches, gradients could be computed at the CTU level, instead of at the PU level, and then reused for every block inside the CTU. This makes it possible to use the same edge information at each depth and to avoid repetitive calculations for each block. Also, since the picture edges are not perfectly aligned with intra modes, works in this area need to propose a solid strategy to relate the gradients at each pixel to directional intra modes. Relying only on the modes of neighboring blocks as is proposed by some works, may result in a domino effect, where a wrong decision can propagate to other blocks and affect coding efficiency negatively. To avoid this drawback, these kinds of algorithms need to be accompanied by other approaches. Other works aimed at reducing the number of modes for RDO process based on low-complexity measures keep N best modes as a candidates list. Using a fixed number of candidates, they either waste computations by including modes with no potential to be the best mode or reduce the coding efficiency by excluding the best mode. Moreover, those methods, which select an adaptive number of candidates, end up with limited time reduction or high quality loss due to imperfect RDO candidates selection. In the next sections, we propose our method for intra mode decision complexity reduction to improve other approaches in this area by addressing the shortcomings noted.
IV. GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
To reduce the intra mode decision complexity, we add new modules to the HM. Fig. 4 shows the luma mode decision of the proposed method compared to HM at the PU level, where it illustrates the mode decision steps. In this diagram, N HM and N L are same as N in Table I . RMD is replaced by a gradient analysis step to select N L luma promising candidates. Since we apply gradient computations for each CTU once and use the same information for all PUs inside the CTU, the process is much faster than the original RMD. Then, to exploit the spatial correlation, the same approach as HM is used to add three MPMs from neighboring blocks.
In the next step, a statistical model is proposed allowing the RDO cost to be predicted without the need to perform the RDO process. Next, based on this model, a reduced and adaptive number of candidates are selected to be processed by the high-complexity and high-demanding RDO. The entire algorithm keeps K L promising candidates, which based on their RDO cost prediction, have a high potential to be the best intra luma mode for the current PU. For the chroma mode decision, we propose a mode classification which categorizes five modes into two groups of promising and non-promising candidates, and excludes non-promising ones from RDO. However, we always add the best luma mode to the group of promising candidates if it is not already included in the list. Fig. 5 shows the chroma mode decision of the proposed method compared to HM. The following presents the proposed method in detail.
V. FAST LUMA INTRA MODE DECISION
A. Gradient Analysis
Although RMD is less complex than RDO, it still consumes a considerable amount of time, and needs to be replaced by a less complex process. To this end, we apply a gradient-based approach to exclude irrelevant angular modes from further processing. Sobel, Scharr, Prewitt and Roberts cross are computationally light and popular operators used to compute the approximation of the gradient. Their kernels are as follows, respectively: 
For all operators, and at each pixel, the gradient magnitude is estimated by |G x | + |G y | and the gradient direction is calculated by atan(G y /G x ). The gradient magnitude and direction are computed for each pixel at the CTU level, and this data is passed to all PUs inside the CTU. At the PU level, depending on the gradient direction, a mode is associated with each pixel. Finally, N L most dominant modes are selected for each PU, considering the gradient magnitudes as weights.
To choose the most suitable operator, for our application, we look for the related features such as low complexity and accuracy. It needs to be faster, as compared to the RMD, and it needs to exclude only those directional modes which are unlikely to be the best mode. To this end, in Section VII, we compare these operators based on their accuracy in order to include the best mode in the candidates list; we also carry out a comparison based on the time reduction the operators provide. To the best of our knowledge, no study has carried out a performance analysis of different gradient operators in the context of HEVC intra coding.
B. RDO Cost Modeling 1) Model Selection:
A predictive model for the RDO cost (C RDO , Eq. (2)) is developed in this section based on a low-complexity measure to avoid the RDO process for non-promising candidates. Examples of such low-complexity measures include, but are not limited to, the RMD cost (C RMD , Eq. (1)) which we use in this paper. Fig. 6 shows the correlation between the RMD cost and the RDO cost for a sample sequence, block size and QP. For this example, the Pearson correlation coefficient and the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient are 0.90 and 0.96, respectively. Similar results are observed for other sequences, block sizes and QPs. The Spearman's coefficient is more relevant to our RDO cost prediction goal since we are not looking for a linear correlation between two variables (as Pearson coefficient does), but rather, for rank correlation. That means if the relationship between the RMD cost and the RDO cost could be described by a monotonic function (Spearman's coefficient = 1), then the mode with the lowest RMD cost would be the same one with the lowest RDO cost, and in that case, the entire RDO process could be omitted.
Since there is no monotonic function describing the relationship between the RMD cost and the RDO cost, we propose a statistical model allowing the possible values of the RDO cost to be predicted from the RMD cost. Based on our observations, for a PU with a given C RMD , or more specifically, with a given small range of C RMD values, the C RDO can be modeled by some well-known probability distributions. We compare some distributions based on the Bayesian information criterion [35] (BIC) to determine which of them can best describe empirical data. They are: Beta, Birnbaum-Saunders, Exponential, Extreme value, Gamma, Generalized extreme value, Generalized Pareto, Inverse Gaussian, Logistic, Loglogistic, Lognormal, Nakagami, Normal, Rayleigh, Rician, t location-scale and Weibull.
Thus, although we cannot predict a specific value for C RDO based on C RMD , we can predict the probability distribution function (PDF) of its values, i.e., the likelihood of each RDO cost value. Fig. 7 shows the top four models best fitted to the empirical C RDO for a small range of C RMD values for the RaceHorses sequence. We observe similar results for other video sequences with different QP values and block sizes with varying averages and variances. Having these models for all PU candidate modes allow us to omit non-promising candidates based on their C RDO distribution, and to select an adaptive number of modes to go through the RDO process. In most cases, the best fitted model is normal, and we provide numeric results to support this claim.
2) Goodness of Fit Test: To show that the RDO costs come from normal distributions, a goodness of fit of a model is measured. To this end, tests such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), Anderson-Darling (AD) and Chi-Square (CS) can be used [36] . Table II shows sample results for these tests for the normal model. In this table, the p-value is the probability of finding the observed, or more extreme, values when the null hypothesis 
C. Candidates Selection
From the previous sub-section, we consider a normal model for the RDO cost of each candidate mode. Fig. 8 shows these models for a sample PU, where P L = 8. The RDO cost of each candidate mode m i (1 i P L ), with RMD cost of C RMD i , is represented by a random variable X i which follows a normal distribution with the following parameters:
where μ i and σ i are piecewise constant functions of RMD cost and obtained during the training phase. In the main phase (coding phase) for any candidate mode with a given RMD cost, these parameters are obtained based on the available functions and so the RDO cost distribution for the candidate mode is known. By using these distributions, we exclude those candidates with a low chance of being the best PU mode. To select the K L promising candidates, we consider the probability that a particular candidate is the one with the lowest RDO cost. The probability that mode m i is the best RDO mode is P(X i < Z i ), where
Z i is a random variable representing the minimum of the other P L − 1 random variables. Then the following inequality is checked for all P L candidates:
where CL is a confidence level. Those candidates which satisfy the condition are selected as promising candidates, and the RDO process is run only for them. The above probability can be written as follows:
where
where ∧ is the 'logical and' symbol. Assuming the normal distributions are independent, we have:
The last equality is based on the complementary cumulative distribution functions for normal distributions, where erfc is the following complementary error function:
This gives us a mathematical formula that can be further expanded to have an analytical answer to the problem. However, implementing such a case, even with the independency assumption, is almost impractical.
To have a more practical and implementable solution, we break the problem into sub-problems consisting of comparisons of two normal distributions. In this approach, the best RMD mode (lowest C RMD ) and any other mode which is likely to be the best RDO mode (lowest C RDO ) constitute the set of K L promising candidates. Considering the P L random variables X i ∼ N(μ i , σ 2 i ) associated with P L candidates, mode m i is selected for the RDO process if:
where, without loss of generality, we assume the μ i s are sorted in increasing order (μ i μ j , ∀ i < j) and m i is the mode associated with X i . X 1 has the lowest mean, and represents the best RMD mode. Without considering dependency between these variables, we can evaluate this probability as follows:
Algorithm 1 RDO Best Mode Selection
Input:
if P(X i < C RDO best ) > CL then 7: compute C RDO i
8:
if C RDO i < C RDO best then 9: where P(Y i < 0) is a familiar normal random variable probability.
To take into consideration the correlation between the normal random variables and to use the already computed RDO costs, we adopt an iterative approach which combines the two steps of candidates selection and rate-distortion optimization. Based on this approach, we carry out a successive evaluation of the probability that a certain variable is less than the current best RDO cost. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure for this. Using this algorithm, we obtain the number of candidate modes, K L , and the best mode (m best ), which is the one with the lowest RDO cost. Based on this algorithm, as soon as one random variable does not satisfy the condition on line 6, we avoid checking this condition for other random variables with larger means because, based on our experiments, computing the extra RDO costs reduces the speedup, and does not improve the quality.
To compute the probability on line 6 of Algorithm 1, we show that the normal distributions related to candidate modes are, two by two, bivariate normal and then we use the properties of this joint distribution. To show a bivariate normal distribution for two random variables, many analytical methods are proposed in the literature. However, no best method exists since the results obtained by each of them are different under certain conditions. The most popular methods used to assess multivariate and bivariate normality are Mardia's, Henze-Zirkler's and Royston's, as well as graphical approaches such as Chi-Square Q-Q, perspective and contour plots [37] . Based on a comprehensive simulation study, presented in [38] , on 13 statistical methods for testing the multivariate normal distribution (MVN) with a Monte Carlo study, the authors suggested using Henze-Zirkler's and Royston's tests because they show better results in terms of error control and power. We therefore use these two tests to show that the RDO costs of the candidate modes, two by two, follow a bivariate normal model. To this end, we apply MATLAB functions for these tests [39] , [40] to vectors of RDO costs related to blocks with the RMD cost of C RMD i and C RMD j ; hence, we have two vectors of RDO costs and it is a straightforward procedure to show they are bivariate normal using the referenced functions. Sample results are presented in Table III for these two tests. The significance level, the p-value and the test decision could be interpreted here similarly to what appears in Table II . Similar results are observed for different sequences, with various block sizes and QPs. Now, we consider the special property of a bivariate normal distribution which states that the observed value of one variable leads to a conditional distribution for the other unobserved one. If X j and X i are two random variables, among P L variables, associated with two modes m j and m i (j = i), the mean and variance for the conditional variable X j |X i = x i are as follows:
where ρ is the correlation coefficient, and is obtained from training. As can be seen, the conditional mean depends linearly on the observed value, while the conditional variance does not depend on the observation. As a result of this analysis, conditional densities are used for computing the probability on line 6 of Algorithm 1, which once again, is a familiar normal random variable probability.
VI. FAST CHROMA INTRA MODE DECISION
HEVC follows a 4:2:0 chroma sampling format, which means each CTU of size N × N includes one luma coding tree block (CTB) of size N × N and two chroma CTBs of size N/2 × N/2. Similarly, CUs, PUs and TUs include one luma block (coding block (CB), prediction block (PB), transform block (TB)) of size N × N and two chroma blocks of size N/2 × N/2. As we mentioned in Section II, for both chroma components, HEVC presents five prediction modes, including the corresponding luma mode. Table IV shows these five modes. In this Table, X indicates luma modes other than planar (0), dc (1), vertical (26) or horizontal (10) . Also, 34 indicates a diagonal mode.
To reduce chroma mode decision complexity, we propose a fast mode selection. Five different selection methods are examined, which reduce the number of modes going through the RDO process, and are compared to one another. These methods are as follows:
A) Using only the best luma mode B) Using only the mode with the lowest SATD cost (SATD mode) C) Using the mode with the lowest SATD cost and adding the best luma mode (SATD mode + luma mode) D) Selecting a short list of candidate modes if their SATD costs are clearly separated by a gap from other candidates' costs (mode classification) E) Selecting a short list of candidate modes by finding a gap and adding the best luma mode if it is not already included (mode classification + luma mode) Fig. 9 shows how these five methods select the chroma mode (CM), among five candidates, which is the mode the encoder uses to obtain the residual for the current chroma PB. Method A simply chooses the same mode as the selected lume mode (LM). For other methods, first SATD costs of the five candidates are computed to form the set 1 = {CM 0 , CM 1 , CM 2 , CM 3 , CM 4 } which includes the candidates in increasing order of their SATD cost. SATD cost is obtained based on the transformed distortion between the current PB and its predicted PB by applying the associated candidate mode. By using method B, CM 0 which is the candidate with the least SATD cost is selected as the final chroma mode. In method C, the encoder selects the mode with the least RDO cost between CM 0 and LM. For methods D and E, a mode classification step is proposed to select a subset of candidates for RDO process. Based on experimental results, this idea proved to be a very good strategy for chroma components. In this approach, we look for a manifest distance between SATD costs of two consecutive candidates from set 1 . Then, based on this distance the candidates are categorized into two groups of promising and non-promising and we exclude the non-promising ones from further processing. The distance is defined as: 4: for j = i + 1 to 4 do 5:
end for 7: break 8: end if 9: end for 10: return 2 where α is an adjustable parameter, trading off computational complexity and visual quality and, for N candidates (N > 2), it is constrained to the following condition:
Algorithm 2 shows the procedure for mode classification which forms set 2 from set 1 . Line 5 of the algorithm removes candidate CM j from 2 . Also, Table V shows the number of chroma modes, M C , which are used in the RDO process to find the best mode. M C is adaptive for the last two methods since when we are looking for a gap, the number of modes selected for the RDO process depends on the block context. Experimental results for these five different methods are provided in Section VII.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To implement the proposed methods, we use the HEVC test model HM 15.0 and a PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz and 32 GB of RAM. The configuration and profile are set to all-intra and Main profile, respectively. We report the results, using the sequences recommended in [41] , compared to HM based on time reduction (TR), Bjøntegaard delta rate [42] (BD-Rate) and Bjøntegaard delta peak signal-to-noise ratio [42] (BD-PSNR). The sequences are in different classes (A (2560×1600), B (1920×1080), C (832×480), D (416×240) and E (1280×720)) to cover various applications and resolutions. The results are averaged over four QPs: 22, 27, 32 and 37; they therefore cover low and high bitrate scenarios. We use first hundred frames of the recommended video sequences to achieve preliminary results for each sub-algorithm of our method. This number of frames makes it possible to have fair comparison with reference papers [3] , [4] , [14] which also use one hundred frames. We also provide final results for all frames to fairly compare our work to reference papers [11] , [24] , [31] and to also present the results under common test conditions (CTC) recommended in [41] . Comparison conditions are explained in greater detail in Section VII-D. To report the results, time reduction is defined as:
where T Proposed and T HM are the total encoding time of the proposed encoder and HM encoder, respectively. To calculate BD-Rate and BD-PSNR, we apply Bjøntegaard algorithm by using the following combined PSNR [7] :
This assures us that we measure the impact of the proposed algorithms on the total quality. In the following, we present experimental results for each part of the method starting by gradient analysis.
A. Experimental Results for Gradient Analysis
In this section, we compare the four gradient operators, mentioned in Section V-A, based on accuracy and complexity to select the best one for our algorithm. Table VI shows the error rate of each operator (i.e., the rate at which the best mode is excluded from the candidates list) for the following two configurations: A) Test model where RMD is replaced by a gradient operator and MPMs are not added; B) Test model where RMD is replaced by a gradient operator (MPMs are added). Also, Table VII shows the results of the entire algorithm, including the proposed luma and chroma mode decision approaches while different gradient kernels are implemented for three sequences with different video textures. Table VIII presents the results averaged over all sequences. Based on these results, Prewitt provides the best trade-off between time reduction and bit-rate increment, and is selected as our operator for the gradient analysis section. However, considering the time reduction table and error table, the difference between theses operators is not very significant, mostly because we apply the gradient analysis at the CTU level, and not at the PU level. This allows us to compute the gradient just once for each pixel, and to use this information for each PU which contains that pixel. To demonstrate the contribution of the gradient analysis in the overall algorithm, results for all test sequences while only gradient analysis is implemented are shown in Table IX . We observe that gradient analysis provides TR of 11.4% with a BD-Rate increase of 0.62%. In addition, Table X shows hit ratio of gradient analysis. It also shows the hit ratios of RDO cost modeling and chroma mode decision along with the combination of luma algorithms (gradient analysis and RDO cost modeling). The hit ratio is defined as the percentage of times that the best mode selected by the proposed algorithm is same as the mode selected by the HM.
B. Experimental Results for Statistical RDO Cost Modeling
In this section, we present the results for RDO cost modeling to show the contribution of this statistical method in the overall algorithm. Table IX shows the results while only RDO cost modeling and candidates selection are implemented (see Fig. 4 ). We observe that RDO cost modeling, one of our main contributions, leads to a time reduction of nearly 30% with a BD-Rate increase of 0.8%; a trade-off which is quite appealing. To derive the models (normal distributions), the RaceHorses sequence is used as the training sequence, and hence, the average results are presented with and without considering this sequence. This approach of presenting the results when a training sequence is selected among the common test sequences was adopted in [24] . Based on this training, the confidence level (CL) on line 6 of the Algorithm 1 is set to 0.2, which represents a very good trade-off between complexity reduction and coding efficiency. Depending on the application, CL can be changed to have a faster or higher quality encoder. Also, the correlation coefficient ρ is computed based on the training data and is averagely 0.48. To obtain ρ, for blocks of a specific RMD cost (e.g., C RMD i ), we associate a vector of RDO costs with distributions X i and similarly we have another vector of RDO costs with distributions X j associated to blocks with RMD cost of C RMD j . ρ ij of these two distributions X i and X j is obtained by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient between these two vectors.
C. Experimental Results for Fast Chroma Mode Decision
In this section, we compare the five chroma mode decision approaches, presented in Section VI, based on quality and complexity reduction. Table XI shows the results in terms of time reduction, BD-Rate and BD-PSNR for the entire encoder compared to the HM, while implementing the proposed chroma methods instead of HM standard chroma implementation. Based on these experiments, and considering the trade-off between complexity reduction and coding efficiency, we believe the best results are achieved by using a combination of the mode classification and the best mode of the luma component (method E), since this results in significant speedup without noticeably affecting the rate-distortion performance. The results show that there is almost no quality loss using this proposed chroma method. However, a different method may be selected to achieve faster processing, with a penalty in terms of the quality. To show the contribution of chroma mode decision in the overall algorithm, Table IX presents the results for all sequences using method E. These experiments also show that chroma intra prediction is a complex component of the entire encoder, and that more research is required in the area of intra chroma complexity reduction. sequences. Also Table XIII shows the overall results for all frames of the sequences to present the results under CTC conditions. We provide the results for all recommended sequences, using Prewitt as our selected gradient operator and method E for fast chroma mode decision. Overall, the proposed method provides a 47.3% time reduction with a very low BD-Rate increase of 1.37%. As mentioned, parameters can be tuned to obtain a different trade-off between time reduction and BDRate. Figures 10 and 11 show the rate-distortion curves of the proposed method versus HM for the BasketballPass and PartyScene sequences. Based on these figures, the two curves are very close, which shows that the proposed method leads to negligible quality loss, and is effective for different bitrates. Similar curves are achieved for other sequences with different video textures. As we mentioned in Section III, some works exist on fast HEVC intra coding, based on fast CU size decision. Since our work covers the fast mode decision, in Table XIV Table IX other than ParkScene, BQMall, BasketballPass and Johnny, which are training sequences in [24] and are not used to compute the average. Also, we exclude RaceHorses as our training sequence. Thus, this test condition includes 15 sequences. All frames are considered for this test condition. B) Test condition includes sequences shown in Table IX other than Nebuta, SteamLocomotive, BasketballDrive, BQTerrace, RaceHorsesC and BlowingBubbles and also Vidyo3 is used instead of KristenAndSara to have the same sequences as [14] . In addition, we exclude RaceHorses as our training sequence. Thus, this test condition includes 13 sequences. The first hundred frames are considered for this test condition. c) Test condition includes sequences shown in Table IX (20 common test sequences as those considered in [31] Table IX other than BasketballDrive, BQMall and BasketballPass, which are not used in [11] . Similar to test condition VII-D and since they do not provide separate results for different sequences (in their Top 1 Mode method), we include RaceHorses for comparison. Thus, this test condition includes 17 sequences. All frames are considered for this test condition. E) Test condition includes sequences shown in Table IX other than Nebuta and SteamLocomotive. In addition, Vidyo1, Vidyo3 and Vidyo4 are used instead of FourPeople, Johnny and KristenAndSara to have the same sequences as [4] . Also, RaceHorses is removed as the training sequence. Thus, this test condition includes 17 sequences. The first hundred frames are considered for this test condition. F) Test condition includes sequences shown in Table IX except for class E. For this class Vidyo1, Vidyo3 and Vidyo4 are used instead of FourPeople, Johnny and KristenAndSara to have the same sequences as [3] . Also, RaceHorses is removed as the training sequence. Thus, this test condition includes 19 sequences. The first hundred frames are considered for this test condition. Table XV shows the results of the proposed method for extra sequences of class E which are not part of the common test conditions recommended in [41] but are used to achieve some results in some reference papers. They are presented here to permit a thorough comparison with other works as presented in Table XIV . Based on the comparison table, the proposed method offers a significantly higher time reduction compared to other state-of-the-art methods. It is nearly 10% faster than method [11] with an improved BD-Rate. Methods [31] , [14] offer less than 0.5% BD-Rate improvement but are 15% and 20% slower respectively. Although method [24] offers a good BD-Rate, its time reduction is too small to be of much use in real-time systems. As it is increasingly difficult to maintain good BD-Rate as we increase the time reduction, the BD-Rate offered by the proposed method is quite impressive considering the time reuction of nearly 50%. In comparison to [14] , our method does not use the neighboring blocks as a reference for mode decision since such an approach could result in a domino effect and lead to degradation of the quality. Also, they use a method for reduction of RDO candidates which is based on a heuristic idea of dominant directions and have a limited time reduction. In contrast, our method is a solid algorithm based on various tests and statistical modeling. In [11] , the RDO cost is formulated as a function of SAD and QP. The function is quadratic and lets the encoder avoid performing RDO process by estimating RDO cost. While they describe the RDO cost as a deterministic function of SAD, we consider RDO cost as a stochastic model which is described in the form of probability distributions. Zhang et al. [24] use a gradient-based approach for mode decision. In the same way, a gradient-based mode decision is proposed in [31] . To improve this approach, they also propose an optimal mode selection based on the number of occurrences of each mode in the PU. In comparison to these two works, our method adds two significant extra steps of RDO cost prediction and chroma mode classification to achieve higher time reduction. In comparison to our previous works, [3] , [4] , we expand our RDO cost modeling and present goodness of fit tests and more analytical works. In addition, we present bivariate normal distributions for RDO costs and consider correlation among these distributions which are new compared to our previous works. Also, we add performance analysis and comparison of different gradient kernels. We also propose novel methods for chroma intra coding and conduct a performance analysis of these different fast chroma mode decision approaches. Overall, we have better performance compared to our previous works. It should be noted that there are other proposed methods in [31] and [24] which are related to fast CU size decision and are not related to our work on fast mode decision. It is important to note that the methods proposed in this work can be combined with fast CU size decision methods in order to achieve even higher complexity reduction.
D. Overall Results
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method is proposed for accelerating the HEVC intra mode decision. At the first step, the rough mode decision of the HEVC test model (HM) is replaced by gradient analysis, based on the Prewitt operator, in order to decrease the number of candidates by excluding non-relevant directional modes. Then, to reduce the number of candidates as much as possible, RDO cost prediction prevents highdemanding rate-distortion optimization for modes with no chance of being the best intra mode of the prediction unit. This is based on statistical modeling of the RDO cost using the low-complexity RMD cost. For fast intra chroma mode decision, a mode classification is proposed to avoid the RDO process for non-promising candidates. Experimental results show that the proposed method provides a 47.3% time reduction on average for all-intra profile with a 1.37% BD-Rate increase. The concepts presented in this paper decrease the number of candidates and provide a fast mode decision. They could be integrated with fast CU size decision methods and transform tree optimization algorithms to achieve a very fast HEVC intra encoder.
